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I. h~00UCT10N 
The characterization or the finding of rings with (Morita-) self-duality is 
an interesting and important problem in the theory of modules and rings. 
Work on this has been done, e.g., by Roux [19], Fuller and Haack [l I], 
Park [ 181, Dischinger and Miller [6], Mano [ 151. To prove the existence 
of self-duality it is necessary to calculate endomorphism rings of injective 
cogenerators. One usually starts with an extension of rings S b R, where R 
has self-duality. If this is induced by U, one tries to show that, under 
suitable conditions, S has self-duality induced by the injective cogenerator 
v,= Hom.(S,, u,),. 
Here we put S := R[X, cr]/Xh+ ‘RCA’, o] (h >O), where cx R -+ R is a 
monomorphism of rings with ,,tRjR finitely generated, and R[X, o] is the 
ring of (right) skew polynomials in X over R. Xh + ‘R[X, G J is a two-sided 
ideal, and R can be viewed in the natural way as a subring of S. Under 
suitable conditions (( *) in III) we can show that S has self-duality in such 
a way that weak symmetry is inherited. Our condition (*) is too abstract 
for direct application, but it is implied by a duality condition (**) (see IV) 
which can well be applied (see V). In certain cases, (**) is reduced to the 
duality condition in the definition of Frobenius extensions introduced and 
developed by Kasch [ 12, 131 and others. 
The only source known to us is Roux [19]. His point of view is different 
from ours and in addition restricted to skew fields as ground rings. His 
results 4.5, 5.2, and 6.1 are applications of our theory. 
In Section VI we investigate the ring of skew power series 
S := R[ [X, (r]] where CJ is not surjective and (**) is valid. In general S has 
no self-duality. If we restrict ourselves to a skew field R we have for the 
minimal injective cogenerator V, : End( Vs) N S 2: End( sV). sV is quasi- 
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injective, but not injective. This yields more examples of right-RF-rings 
which are not left-RF, first set up by Dischinger and Miiller in [7]. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
There now follows a compilation of prerequisites of our theory. Some of 
them might be of interest in their own right. 
1. Basics 
For terminology not defined here we would refer to the book of Ander- 
son, Fuller [ 11. All rings have an identity #O, all modules are unitary. All 
homomorphisms of rings map the identity to the identity and all extensions 
of rings are unitary. For rings R, S, T and bimodules RMS, ,sNT we have 
Hom,( ,#, RN) as S- T- bimodule in the natural way (if not defined 
otherwise): (m)(sft) := (ms)f. t (m E M, s E S, t E T, j-6 Hom,(M, N)). If a 
function is a left homomorphism, we usually write the argument on the left 
side, in the other cases we write it on the right side. End(M,) is the 
endomorphism ring of M,, and M is an End(M,) - R- bimodule. An 
(essential) submodule M’ of M and a subring R of S are denoted by 
M’ < M (M’ 6 * M) and R < S, respectively. Ra(M) (So(M)) denotes the 
radical (socle) of a module M. 
For a ring homomorphism cr: R + S every S-module Ms is an R-module 
via m . Y := mc$r) (m E M, r E R). For an injective ring endomorphism 
6: R + R, R is a a( R)-module in two ways: Via inclusion a(R) -+ R and via 
(r -I: o(R) + R. By oCRjR we mean the structure induced by inclusion. For a 
bimodule ,&lA the map R OR iI43 XI=, riQmi + x1=, rimiE M is an 
R-A - biisomorphism. For bimodules sM,, RNB and a ring homo- 
morphism (T: R + S we have from the adjointness of Horn and Tensor 
[ 1,20.6] an A - B-biisomorphism F: aHoms( ,M, sHom,( /3, RN))B + 
aHom.(RM ,dBI tm)tKf)) = (1 )ttm)f) with inverse (SM(m)(F-‘t g))) = 
(sm) g (elements from the appropriate sets). 
A central role in our theory can be attributed to the following well- 
known 
LEMMA 1. Let o: R -+ S be a ring homomorphism. For U, injective and a 
cogenerator the module Hom,(S,, U,), is injective and a cogenerator 
respectively. 
Let M be a module and (m,, Mi)i,, a nonempty family with miE A4, 
Mi<M (iEZ). (mi, Mi)i,, is called solvable if there is an m E A4 with 
m - miE Mi for all iE I. A4 is called linearly compact (l.c.) if every finitely 
solvable family (i.e., solvable for every finite subset Jc I) is solvable. 
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Every artinian module is l.c., and if, for a ring R, R, is l.c., then R is 
semiperfect (Sandomierski [20]) and every finitely generated R-right- 
module is l.c. 
2. Self Dualities 
For a ring R our interest lies in categories of R-right- and R-left-modules 
dual to each other, containing R, and RR, respectively, and closed if one 
takes sub-, factor-, and isomorphic modules. If such categories exist, R is 
said to have se(f-duafiry. They are the rings having a Morita-duality with 
itself. The theory of duality for module categories (Morita-duality), and the 
rings having it, was developed by Morita [16], Azumaya [a], and others. 
A presentation can be found in [ 1, Sects. 23,241. Now we state the 
important 
THEOREM 2. For a ring R the,following are equivalent. 
( 1 ) R has seJf:duality. 
(2) There is an R&module U such that 
(a) RU, U, are finitely cogenerated injective cogenerators; 
(/I) End( U,) ‘u R h End( JI). 
(3 ) R, is l.c. and there is an R-right-module U such that 
(c() II, is l.c. and a ,finitell> cogenerated injective cogenerator; 
(B) End(U,) = R. 
The theorem is a special case of theorems of Morita [16] and Azumaya 
[ 21 (( 1) o (2 )), and of a corollary of Vamos [21] to a theorem of Miiller 
Cl71 ((l)==(3)). 
We say that an R-module U defines a self-duality if one of the conditions 
(2) or (3) in the theorem above holds. In this case we have 
So( U,) = So( RU), and the contravariant functors Hom,( -, U,), 
Hom.( -, RU) give a duality on the full subcategories of the l.c. R-right- 
and R-left-modules, which are precisely the U-reflexive ones (Miiller [17]). 
For such a module M, the evaluation map f: M,-+ 
Hom,( .Hom,(M,, U,), RU)R, (m*)(.f(m)) = m*(m) is the appropriate 
functorial isomorphism. 
We say: An R-module U defines a weakly symmetric self-duality (wssd) if 
U defines a self-duality and it for every primitive idempotent eE R there is 
an isomorphism .Re/Ra(R) e N ,Hom,(eR/eRa(R),, U,). R has wssd if 
there is an R-module U defining a wssd. 
We also require the following lemmata (well known or easy to prove): 
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LEMMA 3. Let R be a ring, eE R an idempotent with eR/eRa(R), simple. 
For a module M, of finite length the number of composition factors 
isomorphic to eRleRa(R), is equal to the composition length of MeeRr. 
For a module M, and a subset B c R the annihilator of B in M (i.e., 
{mEMlmB=O}) is denoted by arm,(B). 
LEMMA 4. For rings R, S, T, a left ideal RA <RR and modules TUS, 
P R St V T R I= THoms&~ u,) R the map FI +n Y(A)A -+ 
THOm.y(P/APs, U.s)R, F(v)(p + AP) := v(p) is a T- R-biisomorphism. 
Then we can prove the following 
PROPOSITION 5. Let U be an R-module defining a self-duality, and 
1 R = Cr!, IF:, f,i be an orthogonal decomposition into primitive idempotents 
such that fiiRNfklR iff i=k (i,k=l,..., m, j=l,..., m,, l=l,..., mk). Let 
ej = C~A , ,fii. Then U defines a wssd iff e,So( U) e, # 0 for all i = l,..., m. 
Proof: For J= Ra(R), i= l,..., m andj= l,..., rn;, we have from Lemma 
4, [ 1, 20.11, 4.61 and self-duality: RSo(U)fq ‘v SO(U) @R Rfii N 
HomR(R/JR, UR) @R Rfii N HomR(Homd.Rfq, RWJ)R, UR) N 
RHomR(f;.iR/f, J,, U,) and is simple. With Lemma 3 and the definition of 
wssd we obtain our statement. 1 
3. Skew Polynomials and Related Rings 
Let CJ: R, + R, be an injective endomorphism of rings. S’ := R,[X, a] is 
called the ring of (right) skew polynomials in X over R, if S’ = @i,O X’R, 
such that all X’R, are free as R,-right-module, and rX := Xa(r) (rE R,). 
More about these rings can be found, e.g., in Cohn [S, p. 436 ff]. Mul- 
tiplication in S’ is given by Cy!“=o X’r, . C:=, Xjri = C[t!; Xk Cl= 0 
a’(rA -,) r; (ri, r;E R,, i= 0 ,..., m, j= 0 ,..., n). The ring of the (right) skew 
power series S” := R,[ [X, o]] is defined analogously to S’. X’S and X’S” 
(i>O) are two-sided ideals in S’ and S”, respectively, and 
S’/XiS’ N S/X’S” as rings. By r H X% (r E R,) we have an embedding of 
R,, into S’, S” and S’/X’S’ (i> 1). 
Define for j > 0: R, := a’( R,). Then all the Rj are pairwise isomorphic, so 
if one of them has self-duality (wssd) the same is valid for all the others. 0 
can be viewed as an injective ring endomorphism on Rj, then 
S’ N R,[X, o] in the natural way, where X’S’ is mapped to X’R,[X, 01. So 
S’/xiS’ has self-duality iff R,[X, a]/X’R,[X, o] does so. Note that S’ 
cannot have self-duality because Sk. is not l.c. 
4. (Artin-) Algebras and Noetherian Valuation Rings 
Let (T: R -+ S be a ring homomorphism. S is a (finitely generated) R- 
algebra if o(R) is contained in the center of S (with S finitely generated as 
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R-module). S is an Artin-algebra if S is an artinian ring which is finitely 
generated over its center. Artin-algebras have wssd. 
A ring A is a noetheriun valuation ring if A is a (not necessarily com- 
mutative) noetherian local ring whose maximal ideal J is generated by a 
rr E A with J= zA = AX Artinian valuation rings are noetherian ones whose 
maximal ideal is nilpotent. Next we collect some well-known facts about 
such rings: Every ideal #O is two-sided and generated by a suitable power 
of rc; for every element 0 # a E A there are units a’, a” E A and a unique i 2 0 
with a = z’a’= a”~‘; every finitely generated A-module is a direct sum of 
cyclic ones. If A is artinian every A-module is a direct sum of cyclic ones 
(Eisenbud, Griffith [9]), and .A4 defines a self-duality. 
Cohen’s theorem [4] is well known. We provide a simplified version 
which suffices in this context: 
THEOREM 6 (Cohen). Let S be a commutative artinian local ring with the 
maximal ideal J and the canonical ring homomorphism f: S + S/J. Let p > 0 
denote the characteristic qf S/J, Then there is an artinian valuation subring 
R 6 S with the maximal ideal J’ such that. 
(i) J’=pR; 
(ii) f(R) = S/J; 
(iii) S is a,finitely generated R-module. 
R is called a coefJi:cient ring of S. Then we have 
THEOREM 7. The Artin-algebras which are indecomposable as rings are 
precisely the jmitely generated algebras over artinian valuation rings whose 
maximal ideal is 0 or generated by a prime integer. 
Proof: Let T be an Artin-algebra which is indecomposable as a ring. 
Then the center S of T is an artinian ring, (Eisenbud [8]) with 0 and 1 as 
its only idempotents, hence S is local and Cohen’s theorem can be applied. 
For a coefficient ring R of S we have T, finitely generated because T, and 
S, are so. The other direction is clear. 1 
Here, too, we say that R is a coefficient ring of T. 
5. Quasi-Injective Modules and Projective Systems of Rings 
A module M, is called quasi-injective if for all homomorphisms 
f, g: N-+ M with f injective there is a homomorphism h: M+ M with 
hf = g. Standard facts about such modules can be found in the exercises in 
Sections 16 and 18 of [l]. 
We shall also need projective systems and limits of rings: Let I be a non- 
empty partially ordered set and ( Ti)ia, a family of rings. If for i, j, k E I with 
i,<j< k there are ring homomorphisms Jji: T, + T, with fii = id and 
fk,=f;!fk,, then ( T,,hi, I) is a projective system. A ring T* is a projective 
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limit of ( Ti,fii, I) if for all i E I there is a ring homomorphism f;: T* + Ti 
with: 
(i) fi=fi,fi for allj3 i; 
(ii) (universal property) for every ring T with ring homomorphisms 
f:: T + T, (i E I) such that f: =fJi for all j 2 i there is a unique ring 
homomorphism g: T -+ T* with f; =fig (i E I). 
The projective limit exists and is unique up to isomorphism. It can 
be represented as T* = { (ti)i,,~ nit, Ti 1 t; =A;( fj) for j> i} with 
componentwise addition and multiplication. The fi are the canonical 
projections. 
Let N denote the positive integers. We require 
PROPOSITION 8. Let M, d* M,,, (i E N) he a chain of quasi-injective 
R-right-modules with M, #O. Then M := Vie N M, is quasi-ivljective and 
End(M,) is the projective limit qf the End(M,). 
There follows one proof for the reader’s convenience. 
Proof. From our assumption we have M, 6* M, (i E N), M, 6 * M, so 
the injective envelopes of M and all the M; can be identified. Because all Mj 
are quasi-injective, it follows from [ 1, Ex. 18.171 that M is so. Let 
T := End(M,), and for in N: T, := End(M,), ,f:: T-+ T,, t H tIMi, 
.fii: T, -+ T,, ti I+ ti 1 M, (j 2 i), where t 1 Mi, etc., denotes the restriction map. 
Because of the quasi-injectivity of all our modules, the f: and fji are 
epimorphisms of rings, and it is clear that ( Ti,fji, N) is a projective system. 
Let T* together with mapsfi: T* -+ T, (i E N ) be the appropriate projective 
limit. By the universal property we have a unique ring homomorphism 
g:T-+T*. g is injective: For t E T with g(t) = 0 we have 
0 =f,g(t) =f:(t) = t ) Mj for all i E N, hence t = 0 by definition of M. M 
becomes a T*-left-module by defining t* . m :=fi(t*) m for t* E T*, m E M 
with m E Mi as is easily shown; and obviously M is a T*-R-bimodule. So 
we have by left multiplication a ring homomorphism g’: T* -+ T with 
(f,gg’(t*))mj=(f~.g’(t*))mi=(g’(t*)JM,)mi=g’(t*)m, = t*.m, = 
h(t*)m, (HEN, t*E T*, m,EMi), hence f;(gg’(t*)-t*)=O for all ~EN, 
which implies gg’ = id r*. Hence g is also surjective, which gives the desired 
result. m 
III. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We shall now continue with 11.3. For 0 d i<j let tji: R, + Ri be the 
inclusion of rings. Ri and R, are R, - R,-bimodules for k, 12 j, and all the 
I,~ are Rk - R,-bimodule homomorphisms. Let h 2 0 with R := R,, RU an 
injective cogenerator with T := End( .U), and R,Ui,T. := .,Hom,( RRi, RU)T 
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for i = O,..., h. As &-left-module U, is an injective cogenerator (II, Lemma 
I). We identify U with Hom,( RR, RU) as R - T-bimodule via u tr (v I-+ YU) 
(U E U, r E R) with the inverse j”ct (1 ),f (,J’E Hom,( RR, .U)). For 0 d id 
j< h andj d k we have the maps,f,,: Ii, -+ U,, u, ++ (r, ++ (l,,(r,)) u, = (ri) u,), 
which are the duals of the zi,, the restrictions and R, - T-biepimorphisms. 
We assume the following: 
(a) rr,R,R is finitely generated. 
(b) RU defines a self-duality (wssd). 
(c) For i = O,..., h - 1 there are isomorphisms of abelian groups 
g,,,+ , : U, + U,, , satisfying: 
(co g,.;+,f;~l,i=~.;+,gi-,,;(~=1,...,h-1); 
(fi) gi.,+,(r;ur)=a(r,)g,.;+,(u) a(r) (r,EK, rER UC u,). (*I 
We define g, :=g;- ,,;“‘g, ,+, 
(i=O ,..., h). We can apply 0” 
for 0~ i<j<h, and g,,=id (on Vi) 
to Ri with image api = Rjp,. So we have 
for rE R = R,, and k > -(h-i): d(r)E R;. We shall adhere to this 
notation. 
LEMMA 1. For r, r’ E R, ui E Ui, u, E U, (jb i) we have. 
(i) g,, g, =gik,.fjk.f7 =.fik (k =j,..., h); 
(ii) g,i(ak(r)uia”(r’))=ak+‘i~“(r)g,,(ui)o”+’i-i’(r’), k> -(h-i), 
m >/ 0; 
(iii) a”(r) g,(u,) cf”(r’) =gi,(&‘jm’j(r) uiornm~ ‘j--‘l(r))), k > -(h -,j), 
m3j-i; 
(iv) g,, ‘(crk(r)uj8’(r’)) = c~~~~‘~“(r)gl/‘(u~) d’-“-i)(r’), k > 
-(h-j), m >j- i; 
(v) o’(r)g,/ ‘(u;) c?(r’) = g,;‘(ok+‘i-i)(r) ujgm+‘Ipi)(r’)), k B 
-(h - i), m >, 0. 
For O<i<k,<h we have 
(vi) gk,~f,k=fh~(k~-i’.kgi,h~(k-i’; 
tvii) fthgrh’=fkhgkh’ .fh+i-k,hgr+!--k,h. 
Proqf: The statements are easy to verify. To exemplify, we take (vii), 
.fTh St< ’ =fkhfik gi/, ’ =fkh g&‘gkhfik gih ’ 
=fkh gk;,’ fh ‘k - t’.h g,,h - ‘k - r’g,;’ 
=J;rh& .f;, -(k- r),hgk-f (k-i),hgh~(k-i’,hgi,h-(k-ii)gih’ 
=.fkkh gkh’ fh- ‘k - !‘,h t&i” (k - i),h gih g,;’ 
that is our statement. 1 
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Now we are in a position to prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2. With the notations and the assumption (*)from above and 
s :== R[X, o]/X h+ ‘R[X, cr] the module V, := Hom,(S,, U,), defines a 
self-duality (wssd). 
Proqf We shall verify (3) of II, Theorem 2. From II, Lemma 1 we 
know that V, is an injective cogenerator. The proof consists of two parts. 
Part 1. End( Vs) 2: S: Because of S, = OfzO X’R, and RU we have an 
R-left-isomorphism RV-+ RU”+ ‘, VW (v~)~~,~,~ with ui := u(X’-‘), and the . . 
inverse (~,)~,+<,,t+ v defined by u(X’l-‘) := v,. In this sense we shall write 
in the foiIo%g for u E V: t’ = (P;)~. Then we have for s =Cf=, x’v, E S 
(r 0 ,..., ~,,ER) and (u,),EV: ((~~),)(s)=Cll=,v,r,~ ;EU, and it is easily 
verified that the S-right-multiplication on V is given by 
(u,);C~=~X’~;=(CI_, vkch-i(r,-k)),. 
The key for part I is the following: 
PROPOSITION. F: S-+Hom,(V,, u,), F(~~=,X’r,)((ui);) = xtzOfh-k,h 
g,;~l k,,,(rtv,r I) is an R-biisomorphism. 
ProoJ Let s = C,X’Y,E S, v = (v;);E V. F is well defined: F(s)(v) E U after 
identification of U and Hom.(R, U); and it is easy to show that F(s) is an 
additive map. F(s) is R-linear: For r E R we have from Lemma l(iv): 
F(s)(ur) = F(~:iXiri)((viah-’ (r)),)=Ctsofh- k.hgh.lk.h(rkUh-k~k(r))= 
F(s)(v) r. 
F is R-biisomorphic: Choose i E CO,..., h} and let zh-;: V-+ U, 
(“,),++v/7- i be the canonical projection. Then xh- j is an R-left- 
epimorphism and for (V,j)j E P’, r E R we have: z/1 .~i((vI),~) = 
J-c~-~((v~~~-~(Y))~) = ,_~o’(r)=n,_,((v~)~) a’(r). If we define u,,+, * r := 
u,, ~-, a’(r) (u,, _ , E U, r E R), U = x,, ~ i( V) becomes an R-right-module in a 
new way, and z,? i is now R-bilinear. By zh_ i( V) we understand the R- 
bimodule equipped with the standard structure on the left and the *-struc- 
ture on the right, and g,,_ i,h: II, _ ; + 7~~ ~.;( V) is then R-right-linear. It 
remains to be shown that the restriction F: X’R -+ Hom,(n, .~ j( V),, U,) of 
F is R-biisomorphic. This is done in four steps: 
(i) F,:X’R-+Rhpi, X’r++o ‘(r) is an isomorphism of abelian 
groups. It is an R-left-homomorphism: For r E R we have F,(rX’) = 
F,(X’cr’(r))=r=rF(X’). 
(ii) From (*)(a) it is easily shown that RRII-, is finitely generated, 
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so we have from (*)(b) that RRhp, is U-reflexive, i.e., the evaluation 
F,: R,, mi + Hom,(Hom,( RR,, i, RDr)R, 17,) is an R-left-isomorphism. 
(iii) Because g& ;,,,: U,,+ ,+ zhm~ i(V) is an R-right-isomorphism, it 
fOllOwS that F;: HOm,(U,m i,R, U,) + HOIll,(Zh~i(V)R, U,), F3(f)(Uhm,) 
= fg,;_’ r,h( uh _ i) is an R-left-isomorphism. 
(iv) Put P” := F,F,F,: X’R -+ Hom,(zh_i( V)R, 15.7,) (note the 
definition of U,l_ i). Then F’ is an R-left-isomorphism, and we have for 
r E R, O/, i E rh ~ ;( v), 
(applying Lemma 1, the definition of fh _ , h and the identification of U with 
Hom,(R, U)). Hence F’=F. The R-biiinearity of F is trivial, so our 
proposition is proven. 1 
If we define for xi X’r, E S, (vi); E V: (xi X’r,) . (vi); := 
(C;=,fh~k,hghlk,h(rkui-k))i, it is tedious but not difficult to check that V 
is an S-bimodule and F an S-right-isomorphism. Using the definition of V 
and the adjointness of Horn and Tensor, we find that the map 
G: Hom,( V,, U,), + Hom,( V,, Vs)s, (G(w)(v))(s) = w(us) is an S-right- 
isomorphism. Hence H := GF: S, -+ Hom,( Vs, V,)s is SO, too. 
PROPOSITION. H(s)(u) = su (s E S, u E V), and H is an isomorphism of 
rings, which proves part 1 of our theorem. 
ProoJ: By evaluation: For s = xi x’r,, t = ‘& X’ri E S and u = (0,); E V we 
have 
(H(s)(u))(t) = (GF(s)(u)Nt) = F(s)(ut) 
=kc,,fh-k,hgrlk,h crk ‘2’ umok(rLpk-m)> (j:=m+k) 
??t=O 
=kto ~~kfh-k,h&?k,h(rku~-k6k(r~-l)) 
I 
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and 
b)(t)= i fh-k,hg;Lk.h(rkvi-k 
k=O 
))i)(T pr:) 
= i f: f~-k,hg~~k,h(rkUj~k)r;l-j cLemma ltv)) 
j=O k=O 
= i f: ~l~-k.kg,.!k.h(rkUj~kgk(r;,-j)). 
/=O k=O 
Hence H(s)(u) = SD. Then we have H(st)( u) = st . u = s. tu = H(s)( H( r)(u)) 
= (H(s) H(t))(u), so H is multiplicative and an isomorphism of rings, 
which gives our statement. 1 
Part 2. V, defines a self-duality (wssd): It remains to be shown that 
Ss, V, are l.c., V, is finitely cogenerated (see (3) of II, Theorem 2) and 
weak symmetry is inherited. 
S, is l.c. Because R, is l.c. ((*)(b) and II, Theorem 2) and SR is finitely 
generated we have that S, is l.c., hence S, is l.c. 
I’, is l.c. It suffices to show that V, is l.c. We have I/, ‘v 
O:=O nh- j( V/j ‘v Oi U/r. j,R7 as was shown in Part 1. RRh _ i is U-reflexive, 
hence U, - ,, R is so (it is the U-dual of R,_ i), hence Uhp i,R is l.c. by II. 2 
which gives our statement. 
V, is finitely cogenerated: Let J, = Ra(R), Js = Ra(S). It is easy to show 
that J, = J, 0 XS, so R/J, N S/Js as rings, and we can identify the simple 
S-modules with the simple R-modules. R has self-duality, hence R is 
semiperfect, so S/Js is semisimple, which gives So( V,) = ann J Js). An easy 
calculation shows that So( V,) = ((O,..., 0, uh) E I’( u,, E So( r-i)>. U is finitely 
cogenerated, hence So( V,) is finitely generated. Take now 0 # u = (u~)~ E V 
and let j >, 0 be minimal with vj # 0. Because So(U) 6 * U there is an r E R 
with 0 # v,r = v(X” -‘) r E So(U). So 0 # vXh -jr = (O,..., 0, vjr) E So( V,), 
which implies So( V,) <* V,. 
Hence V, defines a self-duality. 
Weak symmetry is inherited: Let U define a wssd. We want to apply II, 
Proposition 5. Let 1 R be orthogonally decomposed into primitive idem- 
potents, as was defined in that proposition. Then this holds for S with the 
same elements. With the e, from there we have for u = (O,..., 0, vh) E So(V): 
e,ve, = (0 ,..., eivhei) (i= l,..., m). Then II, Proposition 5 gives our statement. 
Our theorem is now proven. i 
IV. A CONDITION ((**)) WHICH IMPLIES (*) 
Let 0: R, + R, be a monomorphism of rings, and R, := a(R,) (cf. 11.3). 
We assume: 
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R, Ro is finitely generated; (**)(a) 
JCI has self-duality. (**l(b) 
From (**)(b) it follows that there is an R,-bimodule Uy which defines a 
self-duality (wssd). Then the R,-bimodule Ul, defined by U{ = Zlr as 
abelian groups and the R,-module multiplication: yO * u * rh := a(r,) ua(rb) 
(r,, GE&,, u E U;;), defines a self-duality (wssd). Finally we assume: 
For U; there is a subring S, d R, and a ring isomorphism 
z: R, -+ S, such that there exists an R,-- S,-biisomorphism 
ho: Ui’-, Hom.,(.,&, R,U;I)7 (**NC) 
where we use the following notations: Uy is an R, - S,-bimodule via 
u#s:=ur~ I(s) (uEU;I, YES,), and Vi is an R, - S,-bimodule via 
inclusion S, < RO. We note that R,,HomR,(R, , R,U;)) is an injective 
cogenerator, too (II, Lemma 1). 
THEOREM. With the notations and the assumption (**) from above we 
have: For h 3 0 and R := R,, there is an RU such that (*), and hence III, 
Theorem 2, holds (where we adopt the notations of Section III). 
Proqf: We have to verify (*). From (**)(a) and R, = o(R,) it is clear 
that (*)(a) holds. As we have already noted in II. 3, it follows from (**)(a) 
that R has self-duality (wssd), hence there is an RU such that (*)(b) holds. 
(*)(c) remains to be shown. 
For i = O,..., h - 2, we look at the following commutative diagram (most 
of which will be defined below): 
R, v. s, - &+I u:+ I.&, 
I 
x;,+1 
4 I 
&+I 
R,HomR,h,(R,+,R,7 R,, , u:+ IIS,, , a R,,, HomR,+2(R,+, 4, 1i R,+?“i+2) &+? 
1, 
h 
I 
Y+ I 
u, = R, Hom,(,R,, RU)S 
PI., i I 
3 
R,+,HomR(RRi+,~ RU)S=U,+l. 
For i = h - 1 we substitute the right column by 
U 
I 
h, = id, 
U 
I hj, = id. 
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The map fi. i + 1 was already defined in III. It is an Ri+ , - S-biepimorphism 
for a ring S which is isomorphic to R. We define R,-bimodules U: with 
U;. := U as abelian groups, and with the R,-module multiplication 
K(“+~)(Y)* u,*~~(~-~)(r’):=ru,r’ (i=O ,..., h, Y,Y’E R,uie Vi.). We do not 
indicate the *, as there is no confusion possible here. Then all the Ri- 
bimodules U:. define a self-duality (wssd). From (**)(c) we have a subring 
S, 6 R,,, a ring isomorphism z: R, + S,, and an R, - S,-biisomorphism h,. 
Let Si :=z(Ri) (i>, l), S := S,,, So := R,. Then we have S,<S;+, and 
S- R = End(,U). Vi is an R,- S,-bimodule via u,#s; := LI, * z ‘(s;) 
(i=l,..., h, u,eu;, ,S~E S,), and by inclusion Si d S, (0 d i < j) every 
S,-module is an S,-module. 
Let for i = 0 ,..., h - 1: g:,;, , : U: --f r/l.+, , u c* u. Then we have for 
rER, s E s, MEU;: zc “‘-‘,c ‘(s)ES, with 
U#TG ‘Ir "5 I(S)) s:.,, ,(VUT ‘b)) 
&+;’ y, ( “; - j’(r) * 
da -” -‘l(r)) * U#TOT~'(=~CJ -,‘I -“TV’(s))E Vi,,. T& yields fo: i= I,..., 
h - 1 isomorphisms of abelian groups g:‘_ ,,i: Hom.,( R,Ri , , R, r/i) -+ 
HomR,+,(,+,Ri, R,+, ui+l), (rj)(g:‘- ,.,(C1)) = gi.,+l((~p’(rj)) C,), and 
it also holds that g:‘- ,,i(rim~ ,H$ , #si) = o(r, ,)g:‘~- ,.;(u’: ,) # TOT -‘(s,) 
(r, , E Rim , , S, E S,). From this and h, we define inductively for 
i= 1 ,..., h - 1: h, := g:‘- ,,,hi ,g’,: \.i. It is easily verified that hi is an 
K-S,., -biisomorphism. Finally we define (h,, = id): glen ,,,, := 
gk -,.,,hlr!,. 
From hiI = id we define inductively (i = h - l,..., 0) Rj - S-biisomorphisms 
hi:HomR,a,(R,+,R,, R,,, u:+,) + Hom,(,R,, RU)=Ui:Let hi,, be 
already constructed. From hj, ,/I,+, : U:+ , -+ Ui+ , and the adjointness of 
Horn and Tensor, we find hi :=vipi: Hom.,+,(,+,R,, R,+, U;., ,) zyl(, 
HomR,+,(R,,,Riq R,+,Ho~R(RR,+I, R U)) =,,, Hom,(,Ri, RU) = U,, with 
[;i!hjtw:!,: ; (;(,,P,(W~) =, (1 )((ri)h(w3)) = (l)(hl+ ,h;+ I((ri) 4)) 
g,(;+ , I: 
I R,+,(Ri, U,,,)). Then we define for i=O ,..., h- 1: 
h:+,g;;+,h(-‘: U,+U;+,. All the g,,i+, are isomorphisms of 
abelian groups and (*)(c)(b) holds: For ris Ri, U,E U,, rE R with s= T(r) 
we have 
g,,,+,(r,ur)=h:+,&+,h:--‘(r;u#s) 
= o(rj)gi,;+ ,(u,)#m-‘(s) = 4r,jgj.i+ ,(ui) o(r). 
(*)(C)(M) remains to be shown. We require 
f;.i+ Ihi(wi)=hi+ ,hi+,((l) wi) (mu;+ I) for i = O,..., h - 1 
and WOE Hom,,+,(R,, U:, ,): For ri+, E R,, , we have 
(ri+ I)(h,j+ ,hl(w:))= (r,+ ,)(hXwl)) 
=(l)(h~+lh+l((~,+l )wl))=(l)(ri+,h:+,h,+,((l)wj)) 
= (ri+ ,1(X+ Ihi+ 1((l) w:)). 
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Applying this twice, we have for i= l,..., h - 1 and u,- , E UiP,, 
fi,,+Igl-,,i(u,~,)=f,,i+,hlg:‘,,ih:~:(ui-,) 
=hi+ 1 hi+ I((l)(g:‘- ,.zh:Ii(u;- 1))) 
=hl+ ,hi+ I &i+ ,((l)(h:I:(ui- 1))) 
=gi,i+ Ih:hJ(l)(h:Ii(ui- 1))) 
=gi,i+ IL- ,,ihi- Ihi~i(ui- 1) 
=gi,,+ ,“I-- I.i(Ui-- I), 
that is (*)(c)(a), and our theorem is proven. 1 
V. APPLICATIONS 
For this section we make the following assumption (cf. 11.3): Let 
0: R, -+ R, be a monomorphism of rings, and R, := o(R,). 
We shall present rings for which (**) is valid. 
A ring A is a cugenerator ring if A, and A,4 are cogenerators. Equivalent 
to this is (see Anderson, Fuller [ 1, Ex. 24.101): AAA defines a self-duality 
(which is weakly symmetric if for every primitive idempotent e E A it holds 
that ,So(Ae) zz .Ae/Ra(A)e). Chapter 12 of Kasch [14] investigates this 
class of rings. 
Let R, be a cogenerator ring and R,Ro be finitely generated. Hence 
(**)(a), (b) hold. By rO * r, * rb := a(rO) r,a(rb) (rO, rbE R,, r, E R,), R, is 
an R,-bimodule, denoted by R’, , which defines a self-duality. Let 
t: R, +S,, with a subring S, d RO, be an isomorphism of rings. By 
inclusion S, d R, we have R, - S,-bimodules RO, R;, and r~: RO + RI, is an 
R, - S,-biisomorphism: CT is an isomorphism of abelian groups, and for r, 
r’E R,, .sES, we have o(rr’s)=o(r) a(r’) a(s)= r * c(r’) * s. R, is an 
R, -S,-bimodule via r#s:=rt-‘(s) (rER,,sES,). 
COROLLARY 1. In the situation above (**) is valid if there is a ring 
isomorphism z: R, -+ S, with a subring S, 6 R, such that RORo,s, ‘v 
.,Hom&, Roy R, R, )s, as bimodules. In this case the theorem in IV holds. 
Proof We have the situation of Section IV with U;l = R,, U,” = R; and 
an R, - S,-biisomorphism 0: R, + R’, . 1 
A ring extension A > B is a Frobenius extension (see Kasch [13]) if 
(FE, ) gA is finitely generated projective; 
(FE,) .As = AHom.(.A, sB), as A - B-bimodules. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A > B be an extension of rings such that:,A, A, are 
finitely generated free, with a basis {b, = 1, bz ,..., b,}, A = @r=, b,B = 
@:?= , Bb,, and for all i = 2 ,..., n it holds .that 
b,Bc @ Bbi (NJ 
j=2 
For i,j= l,..., n there are unique fiiik E B (k = l,..., n) with bibj = C; =, bkljiik. 
If((Pijl))EB”“” is invertible then A > B is a Frobenius extension. 
Proqfi We have to show (FE,), i.e., the existence of an A - B- 
biisomorphism F: A + U := Hom,(.A, BB). 
Let ((yij)) E B” x’1 be the inverse for ((/I;,,)). Define for i = l,..., n, ui E U by 
(hi) ui := 6,i (j= l,..., n, 6, the Kronecker symbol). Then U= @:=, uiB. Let 
ci := C;‘= I bjYjiE A (i= l,..., n). Then As= @;=, ciB (“2” is clear; “G”: 
For k=l ,..., n we have xi cipik, = Ci,j bjyji pik, = c, bjSjk = b,. x = @ : 
From 0=x, ciai = Ci,j bjyliui (M,E B, i= l,..., n) we infer for all 
j= l,..., n: 0 = Ciyji c1,, hence for all k = l,..., n: 0 = cj flkj,Ci ~,,a, = 
xi Gkicri= CQ). It is easy to show that c, = 1. 
We define F by F(C, c,~,) :=Ciuiyi. Then F is an isomorphism of B- 
right-modules, and it remains to be shown that F is an A-left- 
homomorphism. Let C, pibi, xi C,OI~E A. Then ~i~ib,~~jcjolj = &k 
Bibib,Y,juj = Ci,i, k, 1 PiblBiklYkjuj = Ci,j,/c,/,m Biz/m(Bik,Ykjaj) bm with 
b,u :=x,tij(cc) bi for CIE B, i= l,..., n. Because As, gA are free, all rij are 
additive maps on B such that z,, = id, ~~~ = 0 (i = 2 ,..., n) by (N). Then we 
conclude that CC; Bibi)(F(Cj CjYj)) = Ci BiYi, and (CiDibi . Cj cjY,)(F(l)) 
= Ci,J,k,l,m Jim P. (Bjk/Ykjuj) . (bm)(F(l 1) = Ci,j,k BirOikl Ykjaj = Ci BiNi, which 
proves our proposition. 1 
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COROLLARY 2. If R,, is a cogenerator ing and R, B R, is a Frobenius 
extension, then (* *) is valid with z = id, hence the theorem in IV holds. 
Proof: (**)(a) holds by (FE,). (**)(b) holds because R0 is a 
cogenerator ring. (**)(c) holds by (FE,), as we have already shown in 
Corollary 1. 1 
EXAMPLE 3. If R, is a field with R, R, finitely generated, then R0 3 R, is 
a Frobenius extension, and R, is a cogenerator ring, hence Corollary 2 
holds. An application of the theorems in IV and III gives 4.5 in Roux [ 191. 
Next we present a class of Frobenius extensions. For a ring A we denote 
by A”“” the ring of n x n-matrices with entries in A (n E fY). 
COROLLARY 5. (i) Condition (N) is fuljilled $ {bl,..., b,} is a normaliz- 
ing basis, i.e., b,B = Bb, for all i (e.g., if B is contained in the center of A). 
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(ii) Let R, be a cogenerator ring such that the assumptions qf‘ Lemma 
4 hold for R, > R, . Then we can apply Corollary 2. 
For example, if R, is a skew field and R, 3 R, has a finite normalizing 
basis, we can verify the assumptions of Lemma 4 as we show more 
generally in Proposition 6. We note that the Example 5.2 in Roux [19] is 
such an extension. 
Next we investigate artinian valuation rings (see II, 4). They are 
cogenerator ings. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let R, be an artinian valuation ring with the maximal 
ideal 7tR0, and K, := R,/nR,, K, := (R, + nR,)/xR,. 
(i ) Jf K, K, is finitely generated then R,RO is finitely generated free. 
(ii) If K, 3 K, has a finite normalizing basis then we can verifv the 
assumptions qf Proposition 4 except (N). R, 3 R, is a Frobenius extension if 
(N) also holds (e.g., if R, B R, has a finite normalizing basis). 
Proof: (i) Let IC 2 1 with nti = 0, rr+ ’ #O. a(n) R, is the maximal 
ideal of R, . Because CJ is injective and z is nilpotent, there is a unit u E R, 
with a(~) = nu, hence ~R,,=o(n) R,. We have K, 31 R,jn~R,n R, and 
a(~) R, =R,nnR, (“G” is clear; “3”: Let x=a(n)r~R, nnR, (rER,). 
For x$a(rr) R, we conclude that O#a(rc)“-‘x = cr(n)V =O, a contradic- 
tion). 
Let {c, = 1, c2 ,..., cn} be a basis of K, as K,-left-vector space and choose 
{b, = 1, bz ,..., b,,} c R, with bi + 7cR0 = ci (i = l,..., n). Then R, = Or=, R, 6, 
is a free R,-module: xi R, bj= Oi R, 6,: Assume 0 = xi ribi and at least one 
r, #O (r,E R,). Let p 30 be maximal such that r;Eo(n)“R,, with 
ri=a(7c)l’r: (r:E R,) for all i= l,..., n. Then p < K by assumption. At least 
one r,! is a unit in R,, hence xi rib, + xR, = C, (r( + nR,) ci # 0 in K,. 
Then C, r,!b, E R, is a unit implying p = ti, a contradiction. 
R, = Oi R, hi: We have to show “G”. For 0 #r = rips E R, with a unit 
s E R, there is r’ E Oi R, b, with r-r’ E rc”+ ‘R, (take the residue of s and 
lift). Then “<” follows by induction and the nilpotency of rc. 
(ii) From (i) it follows that there exists a basis {b, = 1, b2,..., 6,) such 
that R, = 0; R, 6, = Oi b,R, as free R,-module. For bib,= xi=, b, fllik 
with biik E R, and cicj = c;= , CkY,]k we have yijk = Bqk + nR, E K, 
(i,j, k = l,..., n). First, we prove that ((y,,)) E KY”” is invertible: If not, there 
is a nontrivial combination of the columns to zero, i.e., there are 
5, E K, (j= i,..., n), not all zero, such that 0 =cjyV,5, for all i= l,..., n. 
Then x := Ciciri #O is invertible, and c,x = c, cicj<, = zj,k ckyyksj E 
a;=, c,K, = ~33;~~ K,c, by assumption (i= l,..., n). But (c,x ,..., c,x} is a 
K,-left basis of K, too, which gives a contradiction. Hence ((yij,)) is inver- 
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tible. Then for ((piil)) E R’,‘,” there is a matrix ((iii)) E RT x)1 such that 
((fl,,,))(([ii))=E+((a,i)), with the unit matrix EE: Rq”’ and a,~a(n) R, 
(i, j= l,..., n). Then ((pii,)) is invertible. The rest is clear. 1 
THEOREM 7. Let R, be an Artin-algebra, R, = @I:,=, R,, he the block 
decomposition and Koi he a cot@cient ring of ROi (see II, Theorem 7), such 
that K,, := CS( KOi) ,< KOi and K,r K,,; is ,finitely generated (i = l,..., n). Then we 
can vertfy (** ) with 7 = id. 
Pro@ Because K,j < K, and the block idempotents are contained in 
the K,,,, it is easily shown that o(R,,) d RO, for all i = l,..., n. Hence we can 
assume n = 1 without loss of generality. Let K, := K,, , K, := K,, . 
(**)(a) holds: K,KO is finitely generated by assumption, as is KORo (II, 
Theorem 7), hence E;, R, and then ,+ RO are finitely generated, i.e., (**)(a). 
From Proposition 6 we know that K,> K, is a Frobenius extension, 
hence there is a K, - K,-biisomorphism F: K, + Hom,,( K, K,, K, K,). K, is 
a cogenerator ring, hence ,+U;I := R, Hom,,(,,R,, K, K,) is an injective 
cogenerator (II, Lemma 1). Uy is an R,-bimodule if we define an R,-right 
structure by (r’)(ur) := (rr’) u (r, r’E R,, ME U;‘). Then it is easy to show 
that, as an R,-bimodule, I!J~ defines a wssd, so (**)(b) holds. 
Define Ui as in Section IV. For the isomorphism of abelian groups 
g: Wl--) Uy, u +-+ u holds: g(r * u * r’) = o(r) g(u) a(r’) (r, r’ E R,, u E Ul). 
The existence of lzO in (**)(c) remains to be shown for T = id. This we do in 
two steps: 
Step 1. G: Uh’ -+ Hom.,~(,R,, Ko&), (r)(G(u)) = 0 m’((o(r))(g(u))) is 
an R,-biisomorphism, where Hom,,(R,, K,) is an R,-bimodule via 
(r”)(rfr’) := (r’r”r),f (r, r’, r”E RO, f~ Hom,(R,, K,)). 
G is well defined, additive, and injective as is easily proven. G is an 
R,-bihomomorphism: For u, r, r’, r” as above we have 
(r”)(G(r * u * r’) = o~~‘(((r(r”))(~(r)g(u) a(r’))) 
=CJ e’(o(r’r”r))(g(u))) 
= (r’r”r)(G(u)) = (r”)(rG(u) r’). 
G is surjective: Let f: R,+ KO and define f’eU;I by (r,)f’:= 
4(a-'(r,))f) trIERI). Then (r)(GW'(f'))) = o-'((4r!lf')=(r)f' 
(r E R,), so G is also surjective. 
Step 2. Using the existence of F and twice the adjointness of Horn and 
Tensor, we have a chain of isomorphisms 
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and it is easily proven that they are R0 - R,-biisomorphisms. 
If we combine our steps, it follows that (**)(c) holds, which proves our 
theorem. u 
Next we give an example such that (**) holds with r #id. 
EXAMPLE 8. Let A > B be a ring extension such that A,, BA are free, 
with basis {l,b), A=B@bB=BOBb. For b2=ao+a,b, a,,a,EB we 
assume that a, is invertible in B. For /I E B we have b/3 = S(b) + p(p) b with 
maps p, 6: B -+ B. ,u is an automorphism of rings and 6 is a p-left 
derivation, i.e., 6 is additive and for /I, /I’ E B we have S(fifi’) = 
p(p) a(/?‘) + S(p) B’. Define *A := AHomB(BA, BB)B and let 71: A -+ B, 
p + /l’b H /I be the canonical projection. Then we have An = *A, and AA~ 
is free: A map f E *A is given by f, = (l)f, fh = (b)fE B. Then we have 
for a :=.f, + ,~-‘((f~ - S(fi)) a;‘) b E A: (l)(arc) =f,, (b)(arr) = (ba) 71 = 
(6 +W’((f,-W,)) a,‘)b)n = (d(f,)+p(fi)b + dp-‘(...)b+ 
(fh-~(fi))aOJ(a0+aIb))7t=fh. H encef= arc. That .An is free is obvious. 
Now we assume that R, is a cogenerator ing, and R, = A, R, = B. Let 
5: R, -+ R,, r H s with nr =srr. Then r is a monomorphism of rings. We 
denote S, := z(R,). If we define rz#s := m-‘(s) (r.s R,, 3.s S,), *R, is an 
R,- S,-bimodule, and it is easy to show that F: R, -+ *R,, rti rn is an 
R, - S,-biisomorphism. Hence (**) holds by Corollary 1, and 
R,[X, a]/X”+‘R,[X, o] has self-duality (wssd) for h 3 0. 
If R, is a skew field, then x0 is invertible (otherwise b* = a,b, hence 
b = c(, E R, , a contradiction); Roux has proven in this case [ 19, 6.11 that 
R,,[X, a]/X2Ro[X, g] has self-duality. 
VI. SKEW POWER SERIES 
Let, as usual, 0: R. + R, be a ring monomorphism, and R, := a(R,) (cf. 
11.3). Here we shall investigate S := R,[ [X, o]], assume that (**) can be 
verified (hence all S/X’S (i b 0) have self-duality (wssd)), and that there is 
0 # XE R. with R, x n R, = 0 (this holds, e.g., if R, is a cogenerator ing 
with R, ZR,). Note that c is not surjective. 
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PROPOSITION 1. S has no self-duality. 
Proof It is easy to show by induction that, as abelian groups, 
C;=, Rio’- ’ (x) = @4=, Rio’-‘(x) (k> l), where we denote Ri := o’(R) for 
i 2 0. Then .A := xi,, SX’o’- ‘(x) = Oi,, SX’a’- ‘(x) < ,S is not l.c., 
hence ,S is not l.c., and from II, Theorem 2 there follows our statement. 1 
Now we shall restrict ourselves to the case that R, is a skew field, and 
denote K := R,,. Then S is local with the maximal ideal XS, and every right 
ideal #O is two-sided and generated by a power of X. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let V, he an injective envelope of SjXSs. Then 
End( V-s) z S z End( sV). ,V is quasi-injectiue, not injectioe. 
Proof W, := Hom.(S,, K,), is an injective cogenerator, hence 
V, d W, without restriction. Because S is local we have, from II, Lemma 4, 
So( W,) = ann.,(XS) N Hom,JS/XS,, K,),. Hence So(W) = So( V) is 
simple. Let W, := 1~9~ WI there is h >,O with wX”S= 0). We claim that 
v= w,,. 
Proof of the claim. W,, is an S-right-module because X’S is a two-sided 
ideal (h > 0). So( W,) <* W,: Take 0 # M’ E W,,, and h 2 0 minimal with 
wX”S= 0. Then wX’- ’ #O is annihilated by XS, hence wX”-’ E So( W,). 
From So(W) simple we infer that So( W,) is so too, and then W, is directly 
indecomposable. For V = W, it now suffices to show that V < W,. Take for 
that 0 # u E V. So( V) < * V implies that there is i 3 0 and a unit s E S with 
0 # ox’s E So( V), hence ux’ E So( V), implying uX’+ ‘S = 0, so V < W,. Then 
V = W, which proves our claim. 
Take now for 1 Q i<j: Si := S/X’S, fji: Si + Si, fi: S -+ Si the canonical 
projections, Vi := ann ,(X’S). Then (Si, f,i, fU) is a projective system, and S, 
together with the f, (i 3 l), is the projective limit. We also have 
vs=uiz, Vi, and every Vi is a quasi-injective S-right-module with 
vi 6* Vt+lr V, # 0. As S,-right-module, Vi defines a self-duality by 
assumption, hence End( Vi,s) N End( Vi.J N S,. Then II, Proposition 8 
yields End( Vs) 1: S. Every sVi is quasi-injective with .sVi < * .sV;+, , 
End(,V,) 2: End( s, Vi) N Si, and again from II, Proposition 8 we have 
End( sV) z S with .V quasi-injective. ,V is not injective: otherwise there 
would be a contradiction between Proposition 2 and part (2) of II, 
Theorem 2. 1 
COROLLARY 3. V, is not l.c.; otherwise there would be a contradiction 
between Proposition 2 and part (3) of II, Theorem 2. 
,V is artinian (hence l.c.) and uniserial (i.e., for two submodules of sl/ one 
is contained in the other), as one can calculate from the proof of III, 
Theorem 2, V= Ui,, Vi, and the skew field property of R, = K. 
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A ring A is a right-P-ring if A, is injective, semi-perfect and 
So(A,) <*A/j (see Kasch [ 14, 12.5.21). Left-PF-rings are defined 
analogously (and A is a cogenerator ing iff A is left- and right-PF). Such 
rings were studied by Azumaya in [3] and there he asked the question 
(footnote 8) if every right-PF-ring is left-PF. The answer is no. Dischinger 
and Miiller constructed counterexamples in [7]. With the notations above 
and changed sides the authors additionally assumed K to be commutative, 
calculated End,( V,) ‘v S, .sV not to be injective, and used an article by 
Faith [IO]. 
COROLLARY 4. Let T := Scr V be the trivial ring extension of V b-v S (i.e., 
T=SxV as abelian group with multiplication (s, 0) ’ (s’, 21’) = 
(ss’, sv’ + us’), s, s’ E S, v, v’ E V). Then T is a right-PF-ring which is not left- 
PF. 
Proqf: T is local, hence semiperfect, with the maximal ideal XSc( V 
and, as one can easily check, So( TT) = So( rT) = 0 tl So(V) d * T,, rT. V is 
a faithful S-module on both sides, hence OcrV= ann.(OcrV) on both sides. 
From Lemma 1 in [lo] and Proposition 3 we infer that T, is injective, 
hence T is right-PF, and .T is not injective, hence T is not left-PF. 1 
Note udded in proof: Propositions 1 and 2 of Section VI give a negative to the righthand 
side of Problem 2 in Jategaonkar 1223. Other examples (different from our example) which 
provide a negative answer to this problem were constructed by Menini [23]. 
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